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Marcus DiPietro’s residential designs capture a sophisticated simplicity that
are at once thought-provoking and pleasant. He incorporates natural materials
that provide a warmth to every space and elevate the home’s connection to
nature and the homeowner’s way of life. A variety of wood, metal, and glass
are found throughout the homes, with subtle details that make a statement—
sometimes bold, sometimes quiet. Sightlines to natural surroundings and an
abundance of natural light are hallmark features of Marcus’ work. Overall you’ll
find a seamless unity, whether it’s a modern dwelling or a traditional farmhouse,
urban or secluded.
The Nashville-based architect runs his namesake firm and has garnered a long
list of satisfied clients. Marcus works directly with the homeowner. He has a
keen ability to listen and advocate for the homeowner in all aspects of the
process. During design, Marcus provides a comprehensive 3-D virtual model
of the home, as well as on-going detailed drawings, so the vision is clear and
shared. His expertise in building science is a valuable resource throughout the
planning and construction phases.
It’s impossible to put your finger on exactly what makes one structure stand out
from the rest, just as it’s difficult to distinguish the difference between a good
architect and a great one. However, the answer may be found in the responses
from homeowners about Marcus DiPietro as their architect.

“People think I design
houses, but really I am
amplifying a lifestyle that
my clients want to enjoy.”
–Marcus DiPietro

MODERN OUTLOOK

“Can’t put into words how grateful we are to have found Marcus. He instantly
created an impression that is his hallmark calling card...perfection. I’ve built
three homes before this one. I don’t think I’ve ever met anyone who is so
thorough in his attention to detail and with such remarkable design instincts.
He’s an artist. Aside from the fact that we love this house beyond what we
imagined, I would eagerly do this again with him if the opportunity presented
itself in the future. So much fun to work with.”–Diane C.
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“My design ethos is about
achieving elegance. It is my
passion to face the messy
demands of construction,
find a way to unify the
complicated and arrive
at simplicity.”
–Marcus DiPietro

BELLE MEADE MODERN

“We are so happy with our beautiful home and grateful to Marcus for his
tireless work on this huge project. From the beginning Marcus was reliable,
very patient, flexible and open to our ideas and wishes. I loved the level of
detail we went into and enjoyed the design process as Marcus is so easy to
work with. Throughout the construction stage he remained involved and an
ally and fought to bring the plans to fruition even when we faced challenges
with engineering, weather, delayed materials and so on.” –Johanna F.

Anne and Arnie were always
improving themselves. Now
they turned their attention to
deepening their family ties.
They wondered how a welldesigned, beautiful home
might bring happiness to
daily routines and family life…

HAIKU ON THE HILL

“Expertise: He allowed his previous clients to do the talking [regarding his
professionalism]. Then he integrated himself in the contractor selection,
leading the design into reality at every juncture. He definitely tackled
zoning and code issues in our project and developed creative solutions
for challenges that have occurred . Strengths: Listening, thoughtful design,
passion for the project, patience, eye for detail, knowledge of products and
construction, and conveys a comfortable nature” –Anne & Arnie M.

“Simple, uncluttered
spaces, lots of natural
daylight, a strong visual
connection to nature—
these are a few elements
that have the power to
deepen the connection to
one’s truer self, to one’s
family and to the land.”
–Marcus DiPietro
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The best thing we ever did was meet Marcus DiPietro. He is a phenomenal architect with an eye for
subtle exquisite detail that is amazing. Through his collaborative process he is able to decipher critical
information about you, how you want to live in your home, what is most important...then he brings you
a design that blows you away. –Susi & Kent O.
Let me start by saying, we absolutely love our home.I love it during the day with all the light coming in
various angles. I love it at night when there is no natural lightand I find myself warmed by a combination
of textures and well-designed spaces. I love that there is a vista worth my time through every window
and every doorway, including interior doorways. The only thing I love almost as much as the house itself
is the collaborative process we went through to create it. –Michelle & Jim A.
We love the home Marcus DiPietro designed for us. Marcus has a remarkable gift for translating the
principles and elements of design into a reality. He helped us create a durable home that connects us to
the outside and is exceptionally livable as well. Marcus is as much an advocate as architect. Building the
home was stressful at times, but he was with us every step of the way. –Cooper & Emily M.

Marcus DiPietro Architect
416 Barrywood Drive, Nashville, TN
615-554-1198
www.marcusdipietro.com
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